Dinosaur Paper Hat Craft

After you finish dancing the story, turn yourself into a dinosaur with this fun activity, and stomp the night away!

Materials Needed

- Some construction paper
- Tape
- Scissors
- Glue

Directions

1. Cut one-inch wide strips out using the long side of the paper— you’ll want four to six of these.

2. Take your other sheets of paper and cut them into strips that are two inches long each.

3. Take your shorter strips and cut them out into diamond shapes, with flat sides, as seen below. These will be your scales! You can decorate them, if you’d like.

4. Now take two of your longer strips and glue them together to make one long strip.

5. Place the flat part of your scales on the longer strip we just made. Cover the entire strip.

6. Flip over the scale-covered strip and glue the pointed ends together.
7. It’s time to make your headband! Take two of your unused longer strips and tape the ends together to make one big circle.
8. Take your scale strip and glue the flat end to the front of the crown, in the middle, as well as to the back center of the crown.
9. If you would like your scales to be longer, repeat steps two through six.
10. Let your scales hang down in the back, and do the Dinosaur Stomp!